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University Press
In Unbowed, Nobel Prize
winner Wangari Maathai
recounts her extraordinary
journey from her childhood
in rural Kenya to the world
stage. When Maathai
founded the Green Belt
Movement in 1977, she
began a vital poor people’s
environmental movement,
focused on the
empowerment of women,
that soon spread across
Africa. Persevering through
run-ins with the Kenyan
government and personal
losses, and jailed and
beaten on numerous
occasions, Maathai
continued to fight tirelessly

to save Kenya’s forests and
to restore democracy to her
beloved country. Infused
with her unique luminosity
of spirit, Wangari Maathai’s
remarkable story of
courage, faith, and the
power of persistence is
destined to inspire
generations to come.
Al-'Arabiyya Routledge
In Conducting Research
Interviews, Catherine Cassell
guides you through
conceptualizing the interview,
preparing for the research
interview, conducting the
interview, examples, conclusions
and next steps. Ideal for Business
and Management students reading
for a Master’s degree, each book

in the series may also serve as
reference books for doctoral
students and faculty members
interested in the method. Part of
SAGE’s Mastering Business
Research Methods Series,
conceived and edited by Bill Lee,
Mark N. K. Saunders and Vadake
K. Narayanan and designed to
support researchers by providing
in-depth and practical guidance on
using a chosen method of data
collection or analysis. Watch the
editors introduce the Mastering
Business Research Methods
series.
Markets as Sites for Social
Interaction Currency
THE SUNDAY TIMES
BESTSELLER ‘Bella’s
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brilliant love letter to running
turns into an extraordinarily
brave and frank account of her
battle with anxiety. A
compassionate and important
book’ Joe Lycett ‘Perfect
for resetting a glum January
mindset’ Alexandra
Heminsley ‘My kind of role
model’ Ben Fogle
SAGE
Indexes the Times, Sunday
times and magazine, Times
literary supplement, Times
educational supplement,
Times educational
supplement Scotland, and
the Times higher education

supplement.
Applied Behavior
Analysis Policy Press
Markets as sites for
social interaction is
the first
comprehensive account
of English markets as
a social space. It
investigates markets
throughout the
country and comes to
some surprising
conclusions about the
roles that they play
in the world of
modern Britain. It
sets out the everyday
cultural practices

that inform and
sustain markets as a
crucial part of our
social fabric.
Stewart's Clinical
Removable Partial
Prosthodontics Fuel
Britain's pagan
past, with its
mysterious
monuments,
atmospheric sites,
enigmatic
artifacts,
bloodthirsty
legends, and
cryptic
inscriptions, is
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both enthralling and
perplexing to a
resident of the
twenty-first
century. In this
ambitious and
thoroughly up-to-
date book, Ronald
Hutton reveals the
long development,
rapid suppression,
and enduring
cultural
significance of
paganism, from the
Paleolithic Era to
the coming of
Christianity. He

draws on an array of
recently discovered
evidence and shows
how new findings
have radically
transformed
understandings of
belief and ritual
in Britain before
the arrival of
organized religion.
Setting forth a
chronological
narrative, Hutton
along the way makes
side visits to
explore specific
locations of

ancient pagan
activity. He
includes the well-
known sacred
sites—Stonehenge,
Avebury, Seahenge,
Maiden Castle,
Anglesey—as well as
more obscure
locations across
the mainland and
coastal islands. In
tireless pursuit of
the elusive “why”
of pagan behavior,
Hutton astonishes
with the breadth of
his understanding
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of Britain’s deep
past and inspires
with the
originality of his
insights.
British Humanities
Index Conducting
Research Interviews
for Business and
Management Students
Elizabeth A. Kaye
specializes in
communications as
part of her
coaching and
consulting
practice. She has
edited Requirements

for Certification
since the 2000-01
edition.
Jog On: How Running
Saved My Life
Pearson UK
For fans of Sorry
to Bother You and
The Wolf of Wall
Street comes a
blazing, satirical
debut novel about a
young man given a
shot at stardom as
the lone black
salesman at a
mysterious, cult-
like, and wildly

successful startup
where nothing is as
it seems.
The Guardian Index
Cosimo, Inc.
A highly
imaginative
psychogeographic
journey through
(and history of)
London from Patrick
Keiller, author of
Robinson in
Spaceand View from
the Train In
London, the
celebrated
filmmaker and
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writer Patrick
Keiller offers a
journey through the
London of 1992, as
undertaken by an
unnamed narrator
and his companion,
Robinson. The
unseen pair
complete a series
of excursions
around the city, in
an attempt to
investigate what
Robinson calls "the
problem of London";
in so doing, the
vast palimpsest of

the city is
revealed. Based on
Keiller's acclaimed
1994 film of the
same name, Londonis
a unique take on
the essay-film
format in the style
of Chris Marker,
with scathing
reflections on the
recent past,
enlivened by
offbeat humor and
wide-ranging
literary anecdotes.
The amazing
locations reveal

the familiar London
of the near past:
Concorde almost
touches suburban
houses as it takes
off; Union Jacks
fly from Wembley
Stadium; and
pigeons flock
around tourists in
Trafalgar Square.
These images, in
combination with
the script, allow
us to see beyond
the London
presented on the
page. This volume
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offers both a
fascinating
reflection on the
diverse histories
of Britain's
capital and an
illuminating record
of 1992, the year
of John Major's
reelection, IRA
bombs and the first
crack in the House
of Windsor. The
publication
constitutes the
first time that the
film has been fully
reproduced in print

and contains an
introduction from
the director.
Life Lessons from a
Dachshund Pearson UK
Join John Rogers as
he ventures out into
an uncharted London
like a redbrick
Indiana Jones in
search of the lost
meaning of our
metropolitan
existence. Nursing
two reluctant knees
and a can of Stella,
he perambulates
through the seasons
seeking adventure in

our city’s remote and
forgotten reaches.

The Story of a
Desert Knight Dog n
Bone
This work provides
an overview of
removable partial
denture service in
contemporary dental
practice, with an
emphasis on
clinical and design
aspects. Clinical
topics range from
examination and
treatment planning
to mouth
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preparation and
prosthesis
placement. Common
design philosophies
are discusses, and
a step-by-step
method for partial
denture design is
presented. Also
included are
alternative
removable partial
denture therapies
such as swing lock,
dual path and
attachment-type
prostheses
Robinson in Space

Harper Collins
A collection of
international
contributions from
renowned academics and
practitioners from the
US, UK, China, the
second edition of
Fashion Marketing has
been completely
updated, revised and
expanded to reflect
the major changes in
the fashion industry
since 2001 and covers
all of the key themes
and issues of the
area. Key themes and
areas covered include
globalization, fast
fashion, luxury

fashion, offshoring,
business-to-business,
forecasting, sourcing,
supply chain
management, new product
development, design
management, logistics,
range planning, color
prediction, market
testing, e-commerce,
and strategy.

Patrick Keiller:
London Thames &
Hudson
Life advice from a
very wise wiener
dog. Are you short
of time, short of
friends, or just
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short in general?
From relationships
to how to handle
yourself in an
argument and
surviving in the
big city, Dhillon
the Dachshund will
teach you all of
life’s valuable
lessons. This
little dog has bags
of personality,
isn’t afraid to use
his voice, and has
learnt to adapt
to—and navigate—the
pitfalls of the

modern world. In
this hilarious
guide, Dhillon
imparts his words
of wisdom on love,
life, and
everything in
between.
Relational Social
Work Georgetown
University Press
This book brings
together two bodies
of knowledge -
wellbeing and
recovery. Wellbeing
and 'positive'
approaches are
increasingly

influencing many
areas of society.
Recovery in mental
illness has a growing
empirical evidence
base. For the first
time, overlaps and
cross-fertilisation
opportunities between
the two bodies of
knowledge are
identified.
International experts
present innovations
taking place within
the mental health
system, which include
wellbeing-informed
new therapies, e-
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health approaches and
peer-led recovery
communities. State-of-
the-art applications
of wellbeing to the
wider community are
also described,
across education,
employment, parenting
and city planning.
This book will be of
interest to anyone
connected with the
mental health system,
especially people
using and working in
services, and
clinical and
administrators

leaders, and those
interested in using
research from the
mental health system
in the wider
community.

The Times Index
Watkins Media
Limited
In The Lean Startup
the successful
serial entrepreneur
Eric Ries throws
traditional
thinking out of the
window, and
presents his
radically new

methodology for
building a
successful
business. Most
startups, says
Ries, fail - but
they fail for
preventable
reasons. 'Lean
thinking' is the
key to success, and
represents the next
paradigm shift in
business
management. Most
people assume that
the key to a
lucrative business
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is expert
management, a high-
performance product
and good customer
service. But the
real secret, Ries
argues, is creating
things that people
want to buy in the
first place.
Startups generally
fail not because of
missed deadlines,
faulty products or
blown budgets, but
because
entrepreneurs are
too focused on

their vision, on
their great new
idea, and don't
know what it is
that their
customers really
want. The solution,
according to Ries,
is 'lean thinking'
and 'validated
learning'. Rather
than designing an
elaborate business
plan and committing
large amounts of
financial and human
resources from the
start, first find

out what you can
about your
potential
customers. And
rather than
adopting a static,
product-centric
approach, test your
idea on your
customers: respond
to their feedback,
and constantly be
prepared to adjust
your product, as
well as your
business.
Wellbeing, Recovery
and Mental Health
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Anchor
‘Clothing that is
not purchased or
worn is not
fashion’ (to
paraphrase Armani)
Knowledge of
marketing is
essential to help
ensure success and
reduce the risk of
failure in fashion.
For the designer
starting up in
business, this book
offers a guide to
the major decisions
that will enable

you to fulfil your
creative potential
and be a financial
success: What are
the major trends we
should be
monitoring?; How
should we set our
prices?; What is
the most effective
way to get our
message across
about the new
product range?;
Which colour-wash
will be the most
popular with
buyers? Marketing

is now a firmly
established element
of most fashion and
clothing courses.
Fashion Marketing
is written to meet
students’
requirements and
has many features
making it essential
reading for anyone
involved in the
fashion and
clothing business:
· deals with
contemporary issues
in fashion
marketing · up-to-
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date examples of
global good
practice ·
exclusively about
fashion marketing ·
a unique
contribution on
range planning with
a practical blend
of sound design
sense and
commercial realism
· a balance of
theory and
practice, with
examples to
illustrate key
concepts · clear

worked numerical
examples to ensure
that the ideas are
easily understood
and retained · over
50 diagrams · a
glossary of the
main fashion
marketing terms and
a guide to further
reading · a
systematic approach
to fashion
marketing, not
hyperbole or
speculation. The
new edition has
been updated

throughout with new
material on
different
promotional media,
visual marketing
and international
marketing research;
and new coverage of
internal marketing,
supply chain
management,
international
marketing
communications as
well as the role of
the internet. See w
ww.blackwellpublish
ing.com/easey for
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supporting pack for
tutors, including
PowerPoint slides
for each chapter
plus ideas and
exercises for
seminars.
The Lean Startup
National Geographic
Books
In this innovative
book Fabio
Folgheraiter presents
a systematic
introduction to
networking and
reflexive practice in
social work. The text
explores how the

interested parties in
social care can
acquire a shared
power in care
planning and decision
making and that when
this networking
occurs, the efficacy
of caring initiatives
increases.
The Somewhat True
Adventures of Sammy
Shine Cornell
University Press
Here we find Iain
Sinclair digging
into memory to
realize that a
series of walks

from Port Eynon
Point to Worm's
Head, in Wales,
became bookmarks
for the significant
stages in his life.
Sinclair comes to
realize that the
defining quest is
for access to the
Paviland Cave,
where the Red Lady
was discovered.
Who, as it turned
out, was no lady
but a young man put
to ground 36,000
years ago. All the
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threads of the story
knot within this
potent and still
mysterious cavern.
Oral Poetry and
Narratives from
Central Arabia, Volume
2 Story of a Desert
Knight BRILL
Conducting Research
Interviews for
Business and
Management
StudentsSAGE

Black Buck Houghton
Mifflin
When Madeleine
Korbel Albright was
sworn in as

secretary of state
in January 1997,
she made headlines
around the world.
She was the first
woman to rise to
the top tier of
American government
and had a
reputation for
defining foreign
policy in blunt one-
liners that voters
could understand.
When her Jewish
heritage was
disclosed, people
were intrigued by

her personal story
and wondered how it
was possible -- if
it were possible --
that she truly
could have been
ignorant of her
past. Veteran Time
magazine
correspondent Ann
Blackman has
written the first
comprehensive
biography of
Madeleine Albright.
The book reveals a
life of enormous
texture -- a
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lonely, peripatetic
childhood in war-
ravaged Europe; two
harrowing escapes
from her homeland,
once from the
Nazis, then from
the Communists; her
arrival in America;
Madeleine's
unhappiness as a
teenager in Denver,
always the
outsider, the
little refugee; her
marriage into an
old American
newspaper family

with great wealth.
When, after twenty-
three years, the
marriage failed,
Albright was
devastated. But in
many ways, divorce
liberated her to
pursue a lifelong
interest in
government and
international
affairs. From
Senator Edmund S.
Muskie's office to
President Carter's
White House to a
professorship at

Georgetown
University's School
of Foreign Service,
Albright gained
experience and
contacts. As a
foreign affairs
advisor to
Democratic vice-
presidential
candidate Geraldine
Ferraro and, later,
presidential
candidate Michael
Dukakis, Albright
positioned herself
to return to
government as
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President Clinton's
ambassador to the
United Nations and
eventually to claim
her ultimate prize
-- the office of
secretary of state.
With both insight
and compassion,
Blackman shows how
the changing
cultural mores of
the last four
decades affected
Albright and other
women of her
generation: the
self-doubt she

experienced when, as
a young mother in
an era when real
mothers didn't
work, she decided
to take a job on
Capitol Hill; the
problems she faced
as a female
professor who was
not always taken
seriously in the
white man's world
of foreign policy;
the psychological
transformation from
spending most of
her professional

life as a staffer
who wrote talking
points for others
to becoming a woman
of consequence in
her own right; the
ups and downs of an
ambitious, driven
woman who still
carries her share
of insecurities,
now concealed by a
veneer of power and
celebrity. In
writing this
landmark book,
Blackman drew on
archival material
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in the United
States, Britain,
and the Czech
Republic, as well
as interviews with
almost two hundred
friends and
colleagues of
Albright and her
family, including
President Clinton,
Czech Republic
President Václav
Havel, and U.N.
Secretary-General
Kofi Annan, She
also spent many
hours with Albright

herself who, feet up
in her Georgetown
living room,
offered startlingly
frank and poignant
comments on her
life, past and
present. The book
is enhanced with
twenty-five photos,
many from the
Secretary's
personal
collection.
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